Friday, 10:30 a.m. – **Connecting Selves and Others**

*(Compassion, Relationships, & Identities in Organizations)*

Organizational Intervention for Increasing Interpersonal Interactions and Creativity
- Sharon Arieli, Bjørn Z. Ekelund, Andrey Elster, Lilach Sagiv

Collective Processes of Compassion: Enterprise and the Emergence of Hybrid Agency
- Oana Branzei, Jane Dutton, Kathleen Grace

Making the Most of Different Worlds: Using Multiple Identities as a Resource in Organizations
- Stephanie Creary

Job Gratitude: Grateful Attitude toward Work, Relationships, and Organization
- Boram Do, Jean Bartunek

Reporting from the Frontlines: How Connections with Clients Shape Employee Voice Behavior
- Emily Heaphy, Elana Feldman, Jacoba Lilius

Exploring the Interpersonal Work of Compassion
- Jason Kanov, Jane Dutton

Caring Connections - The Art of Embodied Mutuality in Organizational Life
- Frank Martela

Us or I? The Crafting of Relational Identities by Dual Career Couples
- Jennifer Petrigli, Otilia Obodaru

Lending an Ear: Impacts of Listening on Employees in the Workplace
- Tiffany Schroeder, Diane Bergeron

Best Selves and Moral Development
- Jason Stansbury, Leslie Sekerka

Care Flow: Managing the Movement of Care in Organizations
- Emily Stiehl, Quita Keller, Ellen Kossek, Carrie Leana

The Phenomenology of Failed Humor: Implications for Interpersonal Affect Regulation
- Michele Williams, Kyle Emich

Co-con structing Authentic Community: A Process Study of the Emergence of Community in Coworking Spaces
- Lyndon Garrett, Gretchen Spreitzer, Peter Bacevice
Friday, 3:45 p.m. – *Connecting People and the Workplace*  
*(Meaning, Mindfulness and Group Processes at Work)*

How Positive Meaning Can Drive Individual, Organizational and National Sustainability  
- Merja Fischer, Mari Kira

Meaningful Legacies: The Benefits and Beneficiaries behind the Desire to Make a Lasting Impact  
- Matthew Fox, Kimberly Wade-Benzoni

The Role of Hope in Organizing: The Case of the 1972 Andes Flight Disaster  
- Spencer Harrison

Preliminary Evidence of Meaning in Context: Work, Expertise, and Work-Life Balance for Employees in the Accounting Profession  
- Marsha Huber, Margaret Kern, David Law

Eastern Mindfulness and Workplace Cognition: A Qualitative Exploration of Their Interrelationship  
- Christopher Lyddy

Fulfilled or Fed-Up: The Satisfaction and Well-Being of International Aid Workers  
- Carrie Oelberger

Does Working for a Socially Responsible Company Make Employees More or Less Prosocial? The Role of Work Meaning in Reconciling the Moral Licensing Versus Consistency Debate  
- Madeline Ong, David Mayer, Leigh Tost

The Impact of Group Level Trust in Leadership and Group Level Ability to Focus on Individual Employee Contributions  
- Kira Schabram, Sandra Robinson

Is Loyalty Good for You (and Your Organization)?  
- Walter Sowden

When Synchrony Unlocks Team Performance  
- Tanya Vacharkulksemsuk, Kimberly A. Coffey, Michael D. Cohen, Barbara L. Fredrickson

Flex for Success: How Flexibility Facilitates Work-Life Balance Satisfaction  
- Monique Valcour, Anne Bardoel, Ariane Ollier-Malaterre

It’s Better to Give Than Receive: How Giving Meaning to Others Fuels Thriving and Performance at Work  
- Christine Porath, Robert Cross, Alexandra Gerbasi, Andrew Parker, Gretchen Spreitzer

Working Alone Together: Coworking as an Evolving Organizational Form  
- Gretchen Spreitzer, Lyndon Garrett, Pete Bacevice

A Concept Analysis of meaning of work  
- Soo Hee Lee